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In this post-pandemic world, organizations are
creating more data than ever before. According to
an IDC Data Age Report, enterprise data is touted to
hit 175ZB by 2025. However, most of this data would
either be not usable or be wastage of resources as
enterprises won’t know what to do with them. The
State of Dark Data (2019) report reveals that 55%
of data generated is either dark data or unused data.
If businesses cannot use and analyze all the data

How to discover
and manage PII
information?

How to keep track
of enterprise sensitive
data at multiple sources?

they have, they would not attach value to it. This
means that they might not know how to secure this
data, or it would not be a priority for them. This lack
of data intelligence would result in data loss and data
breach, leading to compliance failures and higher
infrastructure costs.
When talking about enterprise data, organizations are
continually faced with the following key questions:

How to ensure
compliance?

How to mimic
production data?

How to provision the
right data to the right
users in the right
environments?

As enterprises try to tackle these challenges, it bring to the fore a key question — can data really be managed
intelligently?

The answer is YES! Understanding data means understanding the data sources — that too, by using effective
technologies such as intelligent Data Management or iDM.
In case you’re wondering how you can consider intelligent Data Management (iDM) as a solution, simply ask
yourself:





Is this solution analytics driven?
Does it give me a holistic view of my data?
Does it provide me insights on sensitive data?
Does it enable to give synthetic data like my data for downstream usage for data security?

 Does it provide means to enable data obfuscation and security?
When organizations manage their data intelligently, they will not only gain a unified view of their data that is
spread across the entire enterprise, but also visualize and analyze data insights. These insights help them build
action items to remediate issues quickly and respond to compliance and governance requests.

SLK’s intelligent Data Management (iDM) brings together an integrated intelligent data management technology
that provides self-service-based data discovery, compliance, security, synthetic data generation, and
provisioning all in one place — turning data risks into rewards.
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Our approach enables anyone to use the system or data management — be it data stewards,
developers, testers, and so on.
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Our iDM provides answers to the below questions in self-service mode:
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There are four key phases/services to be enabled on the journey to intelligent data management in the
Hyper-Available Enterprise:
The Four Phases/Services of intelligent Data Management
1. Compliance as a Service:
Enables configurable compliance rules — GDPR, HIPAA, and so on, and thereby discover PII data elements
automatically.
2. Data Security/Obfuscation as a Service:
Ensure data protection and availability across multi-cloud/on-premise environments to drive digital services,
adhering to data privacy regulations.
3. Synthetic Data Generation as a Service:
Provides synthetic data that mimics real-time data and scenarios across environments with clear, unified
visibility, and control into usage and operations.
4. Data Provisioning as a Service:
Seamlessly move data to the best location across environments to ensure business continuity, compliance,
security, and optimal use of resources for business operations.
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Open Architecture
Supports open architecture with
easily pluggable custom modules

Built on OSS

AI/ML Based Synthetic Data
Provides synthetic data that mimics
the real world

Built and deployed on open-source
technologies and container framework

Compliance As a Service

Runs on Commodity H/W

Built in compliance templates automatic
tagging of PII and sensitive data through
ML based algorithm

Nimble enough but capable
to handle billions of records
on commodity hardware

Data Security at Lowest Level
Multiple security options at
lowest levels of data

With our intelligent Data Management (iDM) solution, enterprises can reap the following benefits:

Shortens
time-to-market

Reduces
cost

Improves
compliance

Reduces
complexity

Streamlines test data for
automated testing

Saves bug-fixing costs
exponentially every
stage of SDLC

Enhances adherence
to data privacy
regulations

Simplifies TDM by
reducing the need to
store multiple copies
of data

Increases process
function efficiency
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In today’s digital race, enterprises need to be ready to take on complex data governance, compliance, and
security and provisioning challenges. These hurdles need to be tackled to:
�
�
�
�

Avoid heavy government data privacy fines
Reduce unnecessary IT costs
Ensure shorter go-to-market cycle
Build customer trust

With data in the cloud, on-premises, stored virtually, on mobile devices, and everywhere in between, the power
to make the right decisions and drive action to better manage, use, and get value from organizational data could
be the significant advantage that enterprises need to accelerate their digital journeys.
The domain of Test Data Management is challenging and demanding. We can confidently affirm that functional,
automation, and performance testing can leverage iDM implementation to overcome their respective challenges
and achieve optimization.
iDM, with its intelligent processing capabilities, overcomes the common caveat themes in the development and
testing space, where it acts as a significant catalyst to the techniques already available to the team.
Deploying intelligent Data Management can help realize gains at the bottom line with cost reductions, improved
turnaround time, and fewer data-related defects. It can aid organizations in provisioning a spectrum of data to
ensure continuous ROI in each test cycle.
Centered on the four pillars of Compliance, Protection, Synthetic Data Generation, and Provisioning, iDM acts as
a powerhouse for businesses. iDM enables its users to realize their data potential in self-serviceable mode, and
thereby emerge as a digital winner in no-code/low-code platform mode.
Source: 175 Zettabytes By 2025 (forbes.com)

SLK is a global technology services provider focused on bringing AI, intelligent automation, and analytics together to create
leading-edge technology solutions for our customers through a culture of partnership, led by an evolutionary mindset. For
over 20 years, we've helped organizations across diverse industries - insurance providers, financial service organizations,
investment management companies, and manufacturers - reimagine their business and solve their present and future
needs. Being A Great Place To Work Certified, we encourage an approach of constructively challenging the status quo in
all that we do to enable peak business performance for our customers and for ourselves, through disruptive technologies,
applied innovation, and purposeful automation. Find out how we help leading organizations reimagine their business at
https://www.slksoftware.com/
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